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Energy is required for networking and computation and is a valuable resource for unplugged systems such
as mobile, sensor, and embedded systems. Energy DoS attack where a remote attacker exhausts the victim’s
battery via networking remains a critical challenge for the device availability. While prior literature proposes
mitigation- and detection-based solutions, we propose to eliminate the vulnerability entirely by offloading the
power requirements to the entity who makes the networking requests. To do so, we build communication
channels using wireless charging signals (as opposed to the traditional radio-frequency signals), so that the
communication and the power transfer are simultaneous and inseparable, and use the channels to build
power-positive networking (PPN). PPN also offloads the computation-based costs to the requester, enabling
authentication and other tasks considered too power-hungry for battery-operated devices. In this paper, we
study the energy DoS attack impacts on off-the-shelf embedded system platforms (Raspberry Pi and the ESP
8266 SoC module), present PPN, implement and build a Qi-charging-technology-compatible prototype, and
use the prototype for evaluations and analyses. Our prototype, built on the hardware already available for
wireless charging, effectively defends against energy DoS and supports simultaneous power and data transfer.
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INTRODUCTION

Wireless networking and wireless power transfer enable device connectivity in broad applications
(by letting the devices be free of cables) and are the driving forces behind the Internet of Things
(IoT). Both technologies are used in mobile phones, implantable medical devices, wearable devices,
sensors for environment and structure monitoring, electric vehicles, and so on. For unplugged
devices which operate on batteries and do not have a stable power supply source, energy (generally
required for networking, computations, and other operations of electronic devices) is a valuable
resource and its constraint is often the bottleneck to the system design [2–4] (e.g., the size of the
battery becoming the dominating factor of the physical size of the devices or requiring frequent and
periodic power transfer). Thus, researchers in electronics and computing are vigorously pursuing
to advance the energy constraint and the energy use/efficiency of the networked devices.
While the experts in electronics and computing are aware that energy is a valuable resource and
focus on optimizing and increasing the efficiency of energy use, transfer, and storage, there has been
relatively little effort to protect the integrity of the energy use and the energy availability. Energy
denial-of-service (energy DoS) occurs when the attacker exhausts the battery by purposely draining
the energy, thus making the device incapable of its operations. Such threats can be carried out by a
compromised component of the system (e.g., malware) which triggers intra-host computations or
performs them itself. Alternatively, an easier attack that does not require a priori system compromise
is merely engaging the device by sending repeated network requests via wireless communications
(in an otherwise legitimate manner), e.g., sleep deprivation attacks [5] on wireless sensor networks.
We focus on the latter networking-based energy DoS with an external attacker (however, our
work also addresses the processing tasks, e.g., authentication, associated with the networking
session). Such attack can be especially devastating for embedded and sensor device availability
because such networking events are designed to occur sporadically, e.g., for system maintenance
and upgrade, and the power is budgeted according to such design (much lower than the power
budget for the devices’ primary functions of sensing and control) [5, 6]. Prior solutions assume that
receiving networking inputs consumes the device’s power and reduces the battery energy (which
assumption is also pervasively established in the general energy-saving research in a non-security
context, e.g., [7–9]) and thus focus on the detection and mitigation of such attacks; Section 2.1
reviews such literature in energy DoS in greater details. However, we take a fundamentally different
approach to address energy DoS and eliminate the attack entirely; we break the aforementioned
assumption that the networking inputs result in net-negative energy to the receiver and build a
networking channel so that the networking inputs which have been received through the channel
increase the device’s energy. In other words, we introduce a novel power-positive networking (PPN)
channel which use for communications increase the device’s energy.
We build communication on the wireless charging signal, so that the power transfer and the
information transfer are coupled and occur simultaneously. Because we modulate data information
using the charging signal, our design requires minimal hardware (minimal beyond that for wireless
charging) on both the requester and the receiver and no power consumption on the receiver (in fact,
the receiver is actually being charged and replenishing its battery while receiving the networking
requests). To use the charging signal for data communications, we implement networking on the
power subsystem. We build the PPN channels on the power subsystem (which is built for wireless
charging and energy storage) because the networking operations using the RF subsystem frontend
(built for data transfer) consumes power. PPN is thus orthogonal to the networking operations
from the traditional RF-based networking subsystem; for example, PPN enables communications
even when the RF-based frontend/antenna is turned off or does not interfere with the receiver
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initiating communications via RF for emergency communications. Because it uses the power
subsystem and the power transfer signals, PPN provides unique features distinct from other RFbased networking channels. We propose PPN to provide an orthogonal communication channel
to RF-based networking (the PPN channel has minimal overhead in power and hardware and
eliminates the vulnerability for energy DoS) as opposed to replacing RF networking, as described
in Section 4.2.
Even though our scheme (providing practically free communication and networking channel)
can be applied in general contexts, we focus on its security application and show the effectiveness
against energy DoS in this paper. To implement PPN and demonstrate its use, we assume that the
device is under attack (energy-DoS attacker is present) and that the networking is only enabled
when there is positive energy from the networking session (e.g., the victim device is running low
in battery energy and cannot afford wasting it via unnecessary networking). Such use of PPN
corresponds to a preventive measure in an energy-limited environment. However, while such
measures would have merely turned off the networking previously/without PPN, PPN offers an
orthogonal channel to RF networking which still enables communications with the device while
providing power-positive property to the device; Section 4.2 provides greater details.
We construct bidirectional communications using the power-transfer signal. For consistency,
we call the node that is actively sending networking requests the requester (possibly malicious
and the subject of the energy DoS) and the node that receives those network requests the receiver
(energy-constrained and possibly under the energy-DoS attacks). For the reverse direction from
receiver to requester, we use backscattering for energy-saving communication.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We discuss related work in Section 2 and describe
our energy DoS threat model (applicable to any networking-capable systems) and the impact of
RF-networking-based threats through experimental measurements in Section 3. Section 4 presents
power-positive networking (PPN), our scheme against energy DoS, and Section 5 describes the PPN
implementation. We evaluate the power transfer performance, the communication performance,
the communication-compatibility with radio hardware, and the effectiveness and the security cost
of our PPN prototype in Section 6. Afterward, we discuss potential directions and future work in
Section 7 and conclude our paper in Section 8.
2
2.1

RELATED WORK
Energy Denial-of-Service

The remote networking-based energy DoS threat1 has garnered greater attention in computer
security with the increased connectivity and networking capabilities of the devices, e.g., Internet of Things (IoT), and will become even more devastating in wireless sensor network applications [17–19], which typically have much simpler hardware architecture than other general-purpose
computing devices and the overall power consumption is dominated by the RF subsystem.
Proposed solutions against energy DoS can be divided into the following classes: detection based
on energy- and behavior-monitoring [18, 20–25], mitigation based on lightweight authentication [18,
26], and sleeping-based medium access control (MAC) [7–9, 27] (which is vulnerable especially
against an attacker who knows the MAC-layer information [28]).
The closest to our approach in defending against energy DoS is by Halperin et al. [6], which not
only addresses the remote vulnerabilities of deployed implantable medical devices but also presents
zero-power cyber-defense designs relying on RF-energy harvesting. However, their definition of
1 In addition to DoS attack on the device’s energy, prior work in wireless/mobile network security includes DoS attacks on network-

ing/channel resources, preventing channel access by sending channel control requests (e.g., [10–12]), by jamming (e.g., [13–16]), and so
on. Our work focuses on energy/battery resource.
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zero-power differs from ours in that they focus only on the power cost of their responsive security
designs of authentication and notification (which designs are modular to the rest of the system)
and separates those power from that coming from the system’s primary battery dedicated for the
device’s control functions of pacing and defibrillation. Our work shows that the cost of interfacing
and triggering such defenses can also be non-trivial under energy DoS attacks in Section 3.2;
the mere networking functions of pairing and receiving packets, even if dropping those packets
immediately after receiving without further processing, consume additional power and can be used
for energy DoS by a radio-equipped attacker. Therefore, we take a fundamentally different approach
from the prior work and build networking on power transfer. The greater power efficiency from
using the power transfer signal enables our work to power the entire system including control,
networking, and security.
2.2

Backscattering and RFID

Backscattering modulates the reflected signal for data communication, i.e., the signal source receives
the signal reflection with the modulated data. Since the node transmitting the data message does
not need to generate its own signal, backscattering is especially helpful when the node is power
constrained, e.g., radio-frequency identification (RFID) tags [29–31].
The receiver-to-requester communication component of our scheme, used for feedback and acknowledgment, builds on backscattering. However, in contrast to more conventional backscattering
technologies such as RFID, we use the power transfer signal and not the RF signal, actively add
power to the receiver during the communications, and target embedded systems with power-active
components (whose operations rely on the power drawn from the battery).
2.3

Building Networking on Power Transfer

Both wireless communication and wireless charging rely on the electromagnetic (EM) field propagation over air, but the two fields are mostly studied separately. Prior to our work, a limited group
of researchers designed bidirectional communication channels using the charging signals [32–34].
However, these work are not designed to be power-sensible to the receiver and actively draw
energy from the receiver’s battery.
In contrast, others have enabled receiver-to-requester communications by using the power
subsystem for backscattering communications to avoid additional networking hardware and to
conserve power on the receiver [35–37]. While we build on these prior work, these work are
not designed for simultaneous power and data transfer (as PPN does). They rather provide timeinterleaved power transfer control communication in order to increase the power transfer efficiency.
While the aforementioned work built communications using power transfer signals for networking purposes, other work adopted communication-inspired concepts to boost the efficiency of
wireless power transfer. Jadidian and Katabi used multiple power transmitter coils to beamform
the magnetic flux to one receiver [38] while their following work [39] and others [40] extended
that notion to multiple receivers. Others proposed improving the power transfer efficiency via
adaptive frequency control [41–43], inductance and capacitance control [43, 44], or the receiver coil
placement control [45, 46]. While these work can be applied to build more sophisticated control of
the requester transferring the power to the receiver and initiating networking, our contribution
to construct PPN focuses on a single- and fixed-coil setup and is orthogonal to these prior work
adopting coil control. Our work can be used in conjunction with them in principle, however the
actual systems investigation to combine the multiple-coil approach is beyond the scope of this
paper.
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Building Power Transfer on Networking

Prior literature uses ambient radio-frequency (RF) signals to harvest power (which is a form of
energy transfer but has significantly lower magnitude of energy being transferred than charging
and is thus not utilized for replenishing a battery for storing energy) [6, 47–50]. While it may
become useful for sustainable and long-distance power transfer, the technology targets batteryless applications and is too early to determine its practicality, especially with the low power
efficiency [51] (even with respect to the wireless charging standard [52]) and possible health
concerns for human-proximate applications [53]. So far, power transfer based on RF radiation
has not been adopted for standards for consumer electronics, and it is rather unclear how they
can comply with Federal Communications Commission (FCC) regulations. In contrast, inductivecoupling based power transfer is already standardized for wireless power transfer (e.g., the Qi
standard by Wireless Power Consortium [36] and Rezence standard by Alliance for Wireless Power
(A4WP)) and has been deemed safe and compliant to FCC standards [54]. Thus, we use inductive
coupling signals (designed for charging batteries of mobile and embedded devices) and not RF
signals (designed for networking).
In wired networking, Power over Ethernet (PoE) is standardized by IEEE 802.3af and 802.3at and
provides power and data over the Ethernet cable.
3
3.1

ENERGY DENIAL-OF-SERVICE THREAT
Threat Model

We consider a malicious and external attacker. The attacker is malicious as its sole goal is to expend
the energy of the victim node as much as possible, and it is external as it resides outside of the victim
receiver and interacts with the victim receiver via communications. Thus, the attacker repeatedly
sends networking requests to the receiver, triggering power consumption on the receiver. The threat
is analogous to the volumetric DoS attacks which flood the victim with repeated transmissions
to exhaust their network bandwidth or system resources in the wired networking context, but
the attacker in our threat model targets the energy resource and is based on wireless networking
with direct communication link to the victim node. The attack is generic and can apply to any
communication implementations at the physical layer; independent of the lower-layer details of
coding and modulation, the attacker merely activates the networking and continues sending request
packets. In this paper, we focus on the networking protocols based on one back-and-forth exchange
and leave the other protocols (e.g., the protocols based on multiple exchanges or stateful protocols)
as future work, as described in Section 7.
In the Resurrecting Duckling model [5] designed for general wireless ad hoc networking, the
external/remote attacker’s request causes a response and such response is classified as a “distinct
auxiliary function”. Because these distinct auxiliary functions are supposed to occur sporadically,
the system design treats the cost of the primary functions (including not only the sensing and
control costs but also those that regularly update the authority by networking) as the dominating
cost factor of the system; in normal situations when an attacker is absent, the primary function
cost dominates the distinct auxiliary function cost. Our threat model challenges this notion by
increasing the cost of such networking-based “distinct auxiliary function” by flooding the victim
with networking requests. The attackers’ requests are otherwise legitimate (e.g., the attacker is
intelligent enough to learn the networking protocol by Kerchkoff’s principle and to generated
and transmit the requests accordingly) and the receiver cannot distinguish between a legitimate
requester and an attacker (e.g., we do not rely on attacker detection, which prior work are described
in Section 2.1).
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Fig. 1. ESP power measurement setup. The top is the Adafruit HUZZAH ESP 32 Feather board hosting the
ESP 8266 SoC module; the bottom right is the battery; and the bottom left is the INA 219 current sensor
(which interfaces with a processor, not drawn here).

We do not consider the cases of the requester being subjected to attack, and the networking
initiator assumes the power cost (outside of our threat model, the victim node can also initiate
networking with power costs, and PPN does not interfere with such networking). Furthermore, we
do not consider the cases of the power transfer source (such as those having stable power supply
from power outlet) being under attack because its energy is inherently cheaper and more abundant
than the receiver’s. If PPN is enabled, the requester either communicates when the receiver is in
middle of a charging session or acts as the power source itself, as discussed in Section 4.2.
3.2

Threat Impact Analyses

To motivate our work, we study the energy DoS impact on the receiver and analyze the networking
costs for communicating with the requester using the RF-based networking channels, which are the
typical channels that a remote attacker would use to engage the victim; our proposed scheme using
a fundamentally different technology/signal is not incorporated in the analyses in this section. In
particular, we analyze the networking cost and the authentication cost; the networking corresponds
to establishing a connection, receiving the requests/packets, and transmitting other packets (e.g., if
the requester asks for transmitting or relaying), and the digital authentication accounts for verifying
the requester entity from the claimed identity, which is a necessary step before further processing
the packets in secure networking and computing.
We use a Raspberry Pi 3 Model B (RasPi) and an ESP 8266 (ESP) module, which are representative
of physically smaller embedded system applications, and experiment using IEEE 802.11n (WiFi)
networking protocols, which capability is already built-in on both boards. ESP 8266 is a system-onchip (SoC) module designed for wireless sensor networking, in contrast to the general-purpose
Raspberry Pi, and is equipped with multiple sleeping (power-saving) modes. For authentication,
AES-CCM-128 is used due to its use in IoT-friendly Zigbee [55] and wireless body area network [56].
For measuring the power for Raspberry Pi (which is a general-purpose platform), we physically
tap the power supply cord (connected to the power outlet) and inject a multimeter, measuring the
current that is drawn from the power source. On the other hand, ESP 8266 interfaces with Adafruit
ACM Transactions on Sensor Networks, Vol. 1, No. 1, Article . Publication date: February 2019.
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RasPi
ESP

Baseline
Awake
Paired
1.144 (1x) 1.348 (1.178x) 1.347 (1.177x)
0.0245 (1x) 0.304 (12.38x) 0.326 (13.25x)

:7
Receive
Transmit
1.419 (1.240x) 1.631 (1.431x)
0.343 (13.96x) 0.373 (15.20x)

Authentication
1.85 (1.617x)
0.363 (14.78x)

Table 1. The power costs in Watt (W) depending on the networking states: Baseline (networking is disabled),
Awake (networking is enabled), Paired (the requester is identified and resolved), Receive, Transmit, and
Authentication. The values inside of the parentheses are the power cost gains with respect to the Baseline.

HUZZAH ESP 32 Feather board for hosting the battery and the voltage regulator for the power
supply for ESP 8266. For measuring power for ESP 8266, we monitor the power drawn directly
from the battery using a current sensor (the INA 219 board which is designed for current/power
monitoring), as depicted in Figure 1. Thus, our power measurements for ESP 8266 and Raspberry Pi
account for the cost of the entire system and are reliable (more so than the software-based power
measurement tools).
The networking cost measurements and the authentication cost measurement are in Table 1;
the power values are shown upto the significant digits with minimal/no fluctuations according
to our measurements. For reference, we define Baseline costs as when the networking (both
communications and authentication) is disabled; this accounts for the power costs from the rest of
the operations un-related to networking. We separate the networking and the authentication costs;
while networking incurred costs at both the networking frontend and the backend processor, the
authentication’s was limited to the backend processor. Networking and authentication can occur
simultaneously and, if so, the costs are additive.
For Raspberry Pi, while the additional networking power costs are less than that of the Baseline
(the aggregate cost of the rest of the functionalities), they are still significant, reaching up to 24%
and 43.1% additional cost for receiving and transmitting, respectively, and 61.7% additional cost for
the authentication computation.
Energy DoS impact becomes more dramatic for ESP 8266, because the power-efficient system
optimizes the power use in general and significantly lowers the Baseline cost. For example, against
a straightforward threat from a requester who sends signals according to the victim’s physical-layer
modulation (so that the victim receiver is forced to be awake), the power cost increases by 1238%;
against another malicious requester who sends packets with legitimate packet headers and a spoofed
identity, claiming to be another requester without the credential/key for the proper authentication
(so that the receiver processes authentication, which fails, before dropping the packets), the power
increases by 2874% (the aggregate cost for Receive and Authentication).
Comparing the general-purpose RasPi and the WiFi-dedicated ESP, our observations agree with
Martin et al. [18] in that, for general-purpose computers, the cost for networking does not outweigh
that of the rest of the system. However, for sensor/embedded applications for dedicated tasks and a
dedicated SoC for networking, RF-based networking dominates the power consumptions [18, 57]
and energy DoS threat can cut the battery life by one to two orders of magnitude [58].
The actual threat impact will heavily depend on the application context and the system implementation. We purposely distance ourselves from a particular application or the system backend and
design our prototype frontend to be modular to the backend processor, as described in Section 6.1.
ACM Transactions on Sensor Networks, Vol. 1, No. 1, Article . Publication date: February 2019.
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POWER-POSITIVE NETWORKING
PPN Overview

Our scheme offers power-positive networking (PPN) where the receiver node’s power cost is
offloaded to the requester (who initiates the networking session) by coupling the power and the
information transfer processes and making them inseparable. PPN is built in three parts. First, the
communication from the requester to the receiver is built on wireless charging signals, which are
generated by the requester. Second, the requester’s signal continues until the receiver has sufficient
power to perform the relevant networking tasks, such as authentication; the receiver withholds
transmitting the session-ending acknowledgement back to the requester until then. Third, the
communication for the feedback and the acknowledgment (from the receiver to the requester) uses
backscattering with passive components and is power-free.
To accommodate lossy environments, there are three types of feedback responses that the
receiver makes: the initial feedback for establishing connection, the periodic feedback for relaying
the networking/power-transfer status (as is typical in power transfer process), and the sessionending acknowledgment for the networking request. Only when the requester delivers sufficient
power to perform the networking tasks (communication, authentication, and so on) to the receiver,
the receiver sends the last acknowledgement feedback to the requester and further process the
networking packets in the networking stack. In other words, the requester’s request does not get
accepted and processed if it fails to deliver sufficient amount of power. In the case of a malicious
requester, it either needs to pay off the required energy cost to the receiver or cannot engage the
victim receiver. Therefore, PPN both eliminates the communication cost and powers the relevant
intra-host networking-relevant computation operations such as the requester authentication; such
computation has been a challenge in the general context of resource-constrained networking
systems and is particularly devastating in the presence of energy DoS.
4.2

PPN Applications and Scope

PPN can prevent energy DoS in many applications (as long as the application device supports
wireless power transfer and storage/battery), because it requires minimal hardware and avoids
power-consuming radio hardware at the frontend (e.g., the receiver does not need to generate its
own signal) and is only enabled when the possibly malicious requester initiates the networking by
generating the charging signal (e.g., it does not interfere with the receiver initiating networking).
For example, for mobile or wearable applications, our scheme provides a networking channel that
the nodes can rely on when the battery is running low or energy DoS is detected; for wireless sensor
networks, our solution provides a separate networking channel even when the node is sleeping and
the RF subsystem is disabled; and for devices that traditionally have not supported networking (but
may want to for emerging IoT/connectivity applications), it offers a communication channel with
minimal hardware overhead and practically no power consumption (net-positive power). Also, our
scheme does not interfere with the receiver initiating networking using RF, e.g., for emergency
communications.
Figure 2 illustrates the requester/attacker scenarios. Figure 2(a) corresponds to the traditional RFbased networking attacks, as experimented in Section 3.2. In this case, if PPN is enabled to achieve
the power-positive property, the victim device goes in to sleep and turns off the RF networking,
nullifying the energy DoS. The victim device still has the PPN communication channel opened,
enabling data communications possibilities. An attacker can waste the victim device’s power as
long as the net power of the victim device is increasing, for example, the attacker can attack at
times when the victim is getting charged, as in Figure 2(b). However, in such case, the attacker
ACM Transactions on Sensor Networks, Vol. 1, No. 1, Article . Publication date: February 2019.
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Fig. 2. PPN Networking Attack Scenarios: (a) RF-only attack results in the victim device sleeping/disabling
the networking; (b) RF-only attack can get accepted by the victim device when the device is being charged;
(c) Requester utilizes both RF networking and PPN networking (the dotted lines indicate that the RF-channel
data transfer can be optional)

is significantly limited in both its feasibility (can only attack when the victim device is being
charged) and impact (the attack decreases the charging rate as opposed to depleting the energy).
In another scenario in Figure 2(c), the charging-capable requester can use PPN communication
channel for data communications (which would also provide energy transfer); the requester can
also optionally engage the victim device via RF networking. The requester can be either malicious
or legitimate/benign, but PPN enforces that the power is positive and protected even if the requester
is malicious. In our experiment in Section 6 to demonstrate the PPN effectiveness, we focus on
the scenario in Figure 2(c) with a malicious attacker as the requester, which is a stronger threat
model than Figure 2(b) because it provides the attacker with greater options (including the control
of the charging source). In contrast, Figure 2(b) can actually be more of an attack on the charger as
opposed to the victim device (because of its impact on the charger prolonging the power-charging
duration with slower charging rate); the attack analyses on the charger is beyond the scope of our
threat model since charger’s energy is cheaper than the energy-constrained victim device.
PPN channel can also be used to facilitate security and control communications for the RF
networking. For example, a key/seed can be exchanged to control the physical-layer parameters to
randomize the RF channels against the attacker, e.g., spreading spectrum [10, 14, 19]. Such use of
PPN channel is beyond the scope of this paper, and we rather focus on building the non-RF channel
for PPN communications.
PPN operates within the wireless charging distance range, which is in the order of centimeters
and is comparable to the near-field communication (NFC) range. However, in contrast to NFC/RFID
(which is further discussed in Section 2.2), PPN has a greater focus on power-active devices utilizing
such near-field data networking. Example applications are implantable device networking, cordless
ACM Transactions on Sensor Networks, Vol. 1, No. 1, Article . Publication date: February 2019.
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token/key exchange for mobile/wearable devices, and enabling IoT connectivity for systems with
no RF hardware.
Because PPN has a shorter range than that of a typical RF-based data transfer, we recommend
using it in conjunction with the more traditional RF-based networking in normal situations when
the battery is relatively full and is not draining in an abnormally fast rate; in this case, the primary
control and sensing functionalities of the embedded system and the networking and cryptographic
computations share the same energy resource (battery) and directly compete with each other.
However, when the battery is running low or the receiver detects anomalous battery-draining
behavior (e.g., building on the prior work in energy DoS detection in Section 2.1), the receiver can
opt for PPN only and turn off the traditional RF networking subsystem; otherwise, our analyses
and experiments in Section 3.2 show that repeated networking sessions (e.g., from energy DoS
threat) can drain the battery and shut down the device operation quickly.
The design for such decision engine triggering PPN-only mode (investigating threshold for low
battery and algorithms for anomaly detection, e.g., prior work in Section 2.1) depends heavily on
the embedded applications and how critical the networking is compared to the control/sensing
functionalities of the device. PPN design is orthogonal to such decision engine and can actually be
used broadly across applications supporting wireless charging (more specifically, our prototype is
compatible to Qi technology which is widely used in mobile, wearable, and implantable applications),
and we leave the application-specific investigations as future work.
5

PPN IMPLEMENTATION

PPN provides simultaneous power and data transfer. For power transfer, PPN builds on wireless
charging, invented in the 20th century [59]. Wireless charging uses inductive coupling to transfer
power from one circuit to another. Since current (electric field propagation) generates EM field and
vice versa, running AC current on one node generates change in magnetic flux around it and, in
turn, generates alternating current on a nearby node. For the devices being charged, this alternating
current is used to store the electrical power on a battery. Our PPN prototype specifically builds on
the Qi standard for inductive coupling charging [36], which is widely used in mobile and embedded
systems.
For communications, we build on the power transfer design and modulate information by varying
the charging parameters which affect the inductive coupling. The bidirectional communication uses
the same signal used for power transfer. For the forward-direction from the requester to the receiver,
we vary the frequency of the signal, i.e., frequency-shift keying (FSK). For the reverse-direction
communication from the receiver to the requester, we use backscattering by varying the electrical
properties of the receiver, which affect the inductive coupling field and thus the electrical field
amplitude on the requester, i.e., amplitude-shift keying (ASK). Since the modulations operate in
orthogonal dimensions (one in frequency/phase and the other in amplitude), the communications
can coexist (potentially enabling full duplex, which is accessory to our work and whose development
is left for future work). In addition to being orthogonal to the amplitude-based backscattering,
we use frequency modulation for requester-to-receiver communication due to its channel noise
resistance.
Figure 3 shows the circuit block diagrams of the requester and the receiver which have been
used for power and communication transmission. Most of the communication circuit overlaps with
the power transfer circuit as communication piggybacks on the charging signal. The only hardware
additions to the power transfer design are the following components (comprised only with passive
elements): the backscattering circuit and the voltage divider and translator/shifter (to make the
receiving signal compatible to the system backend) at the receiver side and the band-pass filter and
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(a) Requester design for transmitting power and the forwarddirection communication using FSK (simplified). The green
signals illustrate the outputs of the the communication
scheme. TPS28225 driver drives the T1 and T2 nMOSFETs;
C 1 = C 2 = 22nF; and L 1 = 24µH. From left to right, the
micro-controller and the driver generates the pulse width
modulation (PWM) signal with frequency control; the halfH-bridge-based circuit follows for switching; the capacitors
generate sinusoidal alternating current (AC); and the inductive coil generates (resonant) electromagnetic induction.

T4

Microcontroller

Backscattering

(b) Receiver design for receiving power and the reversedirection communication using backscattering (simplified).
The green signals illustrate the outputs of the the communication scheme. T3 and T4 are nMOSFETs, C 3 = C 4 = 22nF, and
L 2 = 24µF. For receiving power, the LC circuit converts the
inductive coupling signal to electrical current; the rectifier
(full-wave rectifier based on diode bridge) converts the AC
to DC; and the voltage regulator yields a constant voltage
for stable power supply to the load. For backscattering, the
receiver vary the inductive coupling strength by changing
the effective resistance.

Fig. 3. Circuit Block Diagrams for Requester and Receiver

the envelope detector at the requester side for receiving the receiver-to-requester communication.
However, modern mobile and embedded systems with wireless charging technologies are already
equipped with such hardware and capabilities because they build networking on the power subsystem for the power control communications to improve the power transfer efficiency, as described
in Section 2.3 and standardized in Qi by Wireless Power Consortium [35, 36]. The rest of the logic
is at the digital level and implemented at the device backend.
For the forward-direction communication from requester to the receiver, we modulate the
inductive coupling signal by varying its frequency, i.e., frequency shift keying (FSK). The microcontroller at the requester varies the frequency of the pulse width modulation (PWM), which affects
the AC current, the inductive coupling field, and then the AC current generated at the receiver.
From the AC current, the receiver digitally filters the signal and de-modulates the FSK signal (by
comparing the phase to that of the reference).
Since they are mutually coupled, both the requester and the receiver affect the inductive coupling
field and each other’s electrical fields. Thus, we modulate the receiver’s circuit for the reversedirection communication (from the receiver to the requester). Specifically, as depicted in Figure 3(b),
whether the message bit is "1" or "0" drives the binary switching circuit, which determines the
effective resistance (and thus the effective impedance of the circuit) and varies the inductive coupling
strength. This affects the current level at the requester; the two bits transmitted at the receiver
yield two distinct current amplitude levels at the requester (the recipient of the reverse-direction
communication), thus making the communication demodulation at the requester to be that of an
ACM Transactions on Sensor Networks, Vol. 1, No. 1, Article . Publication date: February 2019.
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Fig. 4. The effect of backscattering (for reverse-direction communication) on the voltage level on the requester
side. The voltage in the vertical axis is normalized by 3.3 Volts, which is the the upper bound of the dynamic
range of the micro-controller (digitally processing the backscattering demodulation), and each of the 10,000
samples correspond to different requester-receiver distances (0.5cm, 1cm, 2cm, and 3cm from left to right).
The dotted horizontal lines correspond to the average amplitudes for each bits.

amplitude-shift keying (ASK). The requester, in turn, samples the signal after the LC circuit, filters
it with an analog band-pass filter, and then uses an envelope detector for the ASK demodulation
To demonstrate the reverse-direction communication and the effect of backscattering, Figure 4
shows the voltage level on the requester side (after the voltage divider, translator, the envelope
detector and before the micro-controller, which digitally samples and processes the signal for
backscattering demodulation) when the bits toggling between 1’s and 0’s (“10101010...”) are transmitted at the reverse direction and there is no forward-direction communication. The first ten
thousand samples correspond to the case when the requester and the receiver are 0.5cm apart (we
avoid the case of 0cm when the coils are touching each other), the second ten thousand samples
when they are 1cm apart, the third when they are 2cm apart, and the last when they are 3cm apart;
these events are distinguished with vertical dotted lines. Because of the backscattering, there are
amplitude shifts in the electrical voltage; the average difference (denoted with ∆V ) between the
reverse-direction communication bits “1" and “0" are shown in the figure. As distance increases, ∆V
and consequentially the ASK signal power (which is proportional to the square of ∆V ) decrease;
this reduces the communication channel quality, as we will study in greater details in Section 6.3.2.
6

EVALUATION

We build our prototype as described in Section 5. We choose the parameters to minimally impact
the power transfer due to the importance of the power resource in PPN. Communication is also
affected by the parameter choices, and the prototype behaviors generally agree with the prior work
in wireless communications/networking despite our use of inductive-coupling charging signal and
not the RF signal. In this section, we detail our findings of PPN using our prototype.
In our prototype, we use the center frequency of 155kHz (which complies with the Qi standard and
maximizes the power transfer for our prototype design) with a frequency separation of 1kHz for the
FSK-based data transfer (which keeps the power transfer within 1.9% of the optimal performance).
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Fig. 5. The requester prototype

For the communication rate, we use 7kbps for the requester-to-receiver communication and 2kbps
for receiver-to-requester communication.
6.1

Modular Design to Backend Processor

Our PPN prototype implementation supports modular design to the system backend and can
be applied in various applications. We test and verify the charging/communication prototype’s
functionality and the compatibility to Raspberry Pi, Adafruit HUZZAH ESP 32 Feather board
(hosting ESP 8266), Samsung Galaxy phone, and a laptop. Figure 5 displays the requester prototype
with the microcontroller and the charging coil (which acts like an antenna for networking).
6.2

Power Transfer

We first empirically study the effect of the circuit blocks on the power transfer and then study
the received power and the power transfer efficiency over the distance between the requester
and the receiver. We operate at the resonance frequency that minimizes the impedance and
optimizes the power transfer; the theoretical resonance frequency in our prototype design is:
1
f = √1
= √
= 155kHz; we also experimentally verified that this frequency
2π L ·C
2π 24µ H ·(22+22) nF
yields the maximum power transfer. The power was computed from the voltage and current measurements using a multimeter when a 50-Ω load was connected. As is typical in power transfer
performance analyses, we vary the distance between the requester and the receiver to vary the
(inductive coupling) signal strength; we treat the case of requester-receiver distance being 0cm as
an outlier, as the coils are touching each other and interfering with the inductive coupling, and
exclude it from our analyses.
6.2.1 Coupling & Regulator. We study the inductive coupling channel quality over distance
and the effect of regulator (designed for stable power transfer/supply and popularly implemented
in wireless charging) in this section. First, to study the channel quality and the strength of the
inductive coupling field, we only keep the LC circuit and open-circuit the rest of the receiver
(in other words, we replace the rectifier, voltage regulator, load, backscattering, micro-controller,
etc. from Figure 3(b)). The LC circuit determines the reactance, which quantifies the resistivity to
the change in electrical current, and consequently the coupling coefficient between itself and the
requester, which coefficient quantifies the strength of the inductive coupling field between the
two nodes and varies between zero (no coupling) and one (full/maximum coupling). Figure 6(a)
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(a) The coupling coefficient k (LC only), the power efficiency
without the regulator (Without regulator), and the power
efficiency with the regulator (With regulator)

(b) The received power and the power efficiency

Fig. 6. The power transfer performance (the markers indicate the measurements)

presents our experimental results for the coupling coefficient, k, which is obtained from the voltage
ratio between receiver and the requester/transmitter when L 1 = L 2 (which values are specified in
Figure 3). The signal strength decreases as the two nodes are further apart.
We also study the effect of the rest of the circuit components beyond the LC. Restoring our
prototype, depicted in Figure 3(b), we take the same power efficiency measurements (the ratio of
the received power over requester’s transmitted power) without and with the regulator and present
our results in Figure 6(a). Both power-efficiency measurements decrease as the transmitter-receiver
distance increases (because the inductive coupling field strength decreases, as discussed in the
previous paragraph). Comparing between with and without regulator, the performance decreases
by incorporating the regulator. Despite the reduced voltage performance, the use of regulator is
critical in wireless charging because it provides stable power supply and protects the charging
load from arbitrary electrical spikes; we further study the effect of the regulator on the received
power in Section 6.2.2. Due to this reason, we study the performance of the complete circuit with
the regulator in the rest of the paper.
6.2.2 Power and Requester-Receiver Distance. We analyze the power transfer performance over
distance and present our experimental results in Figure 6(b). We measure two performance metrics
with the probes across the load (e.g., the receiver’s battery): the received power and the power
efficiency (the ratio of received power to the transmitted power). The performance generally
deteriorates as the receiver moves further away from the requester and the signal strength decreases,
and the performance is the strongest at 0.5cm-1.5cm region, i.e., the magnetic flux is the strongest.
At 0.5cm-1.5cm region (which is typical for wireless charging), our prototype supplies a constant
5V and 0.49W of power to the load; the power supply is constant due to the regulator (which
has an input dynamic range of 7V-25V). The performance of our prototype is comparable to the
state-of-the-art wireless charging for low power applications, and we test the compatibility with
commercial-grade batteries and off-the-shelf wireless charging devices.
Besides the effect of the receiver regulator, the power efficiency and the received power are not
proportional to each other because the transmitted power is not constant and actually increases
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(b) The effect of communication rate

Fig. 7. Communication reliability performance (bit error rate) of the requester-to-receiver communication

with the requester-receiver distance before it reaches a steady-state (at which point and onward,
the receiver presence has negligible impact on the requester power). The strength of the coupling
between the requester and the receiver (and the effect of the receiver to the requester and vice versa)
decreases as they become increasingly apart; the reflected impedance of the receiver, experienced
by the requester, decreases as the receiver is farther away. In our experiment, from distance 0.5cm
to 2.5cm, the transmitted power increases from 2.4W to 6.1W and then reaches the steady-state.
6.3

Communication

As discussed in Section 5, we use FSK to vary the frequency of the charging signal for the forwarddirection communication (from the requester to the receiver) and ASK-based backscattering for
the reverse-direction communication. We use two metrics for the communication performances
and reliability: bit error rate (BER) measures the digital communication reliability and counts the
number of errorneous bits relative to the number of total bits sent, and signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR)
measures the analog signal quality and corresponds to the signal power relative to the noise power.
BER and SNR are related to each other (in general, the higher the SNR the higher the reliability
performance and lower the BER) but are measured at different points of the signal processing chain,
as discussed in Section 6.3.1. For measurements, we generate random bits for the data transmission.
We synchronize using a 4-byte-long header/footer (which does not count toward the performance),
and the measurements were averaged over 10,000 communication bits in both directions.
6.3.1 Requester-to-Receiver Communication. As described in Section 5, we use binary FSK to
modulate our bits to the charging signals, and the degree of difference in the charging signal
(the frequency deviation amplitude in this case) between the two bits determines how reliable
the information delivery is against channel noise, whose impact grows as the signal decreases by
channel propagatoin/attenuation.
We study the effect of the FSK modulation amplitude (the frequency deviation amount, ∆f )
when the receiver is at a distance 0.5cm away from the requester and present our results in
Figure 7(a). ∆f is with respect to the reference frequency, and ∆f = 0 is equivalent to when the
communication is disabled and results in a random coin-toss to demodulate/decide between the
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Fig. 8. The effect of distance for requester-to-receiver communication (the BER is marked with ‘.’markers,
and the SNR in dB is marked with ‘+’markers)

two bits, i.e., BER=0.5. As ∆f increases, BER decreases and thus the communication reliability (and
the noise resistance) increases. However, we cannot keep increasing ∆f if we are to enable both
communication and power transfer, as increasing ∆f will negatively impact the power transfer;
as discussed in Section 6.2, the greater the deviation from the optimal frequency (155kHz in this
case), the worse the power transfer performance and efficiency. For the rest of the paper, we make
a design choice and use ∆f = 1kHz which has an error rate of 0.025 and keeps the power transfer
within 1.9% of the optimal power transfer; the system applications and requirements influence this
choice.
The communication performance is also affected by the communication rate. With fixed sampling
rate at the analog-to-digital converter (ADC) on the micro-controllers, increasing the bit rate
decreases the samples that are used to process a bit and thus decreases the processing gain. Therefore,
as shown in Figure 7(b) (which shows the BER performance with varying communication bit rate
when the requester-receiver distance is at 15cm), choosing a more aggressive rate for higher
communication efficiency deteriorates the reliability performance, e.g., the BER exceeds 0.32 when
the bit rate is 14kbps or greater. Therefore, we use the forward-direction communication rate
of 7kbps, which has an error performance of 0.0364 when the receiver is 15cm away from the
requester.
We also analyze the impact of the charging signal attenuation (as it propagates through the air
medium) on the communication performances; in Section 6.2.2, we studied its effect on the power
transfer. We measure two different metrics at two different locations at the receiver, described in
Figure 3(b), and show the results in Figure 8. First, we measure the physical signal-to-noise-ratio
(SNR) after the LC circuit and before the signal enters the digital-processing domain (plotted at the
right vertical axis); the noise power is measured when there is no transmission. Second, we measure
the BER performance at the digital backend after the signal is processed (e.g., demodulation) and see
whether the decision between the two bits matches the transmitted bits (plotted at the left vertical
axis). The digital communication reliability performance, which is inversely correlated with the
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Fig. 9. The effect of distance for the backscattering-based receiver-to-requester communication

BER, behaves according to the physical/analog SNR measured toward the frontend. As requesterreceiver distance increases, the communication performance gets worse, i.e., SNR decreases and
BER increases.
6.3.2 Receiver-to-Requester Communication. We study the communication performance as the
signal propagates through the medium air for the reverse-direction communication while the
communication rate is 2kbps. To study the ASK signal strength and the communication channel
quality at the requester, Figure 9 plots the difference in voltage amplitude level (∆V ) between the
two modulated bits and the bit error rate (BER). As the requester-receiver distance increases, ∆V
decreases, which also worsens the overall communication channel quality and increases the BER.
Although we study the communication parameters for the forward-direction communication in
Section 6.3.1, we largely omit the analyses for the parameters for the reverse-direction communication because of the following two reasons. First, the data rate requirement is generally lower
than the forward-direction channel. Second, it is more difficult to control and vary the modulation
parameters at the receiver and therefore there is less motivation to deploy such control/degreeof-freedom; changing the circuit impedance (resistance or capacitance) either involves a manual
effort in changing the circuit components or more components incorporated at the hardware to
offer greater number of options (resulting in bulkier hardware). Thus, it is less practically relevant
to study such parameter control effects than that of the forward-direction communication.
6.3.3 PPN and Radio/RF Networking. In addition to building bidirectional PPN communication
channel for the transmitter and the receiver (both of which are built on the power subsystem
supporting inductive-coupling wireless charging), we introduce radio nodes to receive the requester’s PPN communication to test the PPN’s communication compatibility with radio hardware.
Such channel is for communications only and not for power transfer, as these radio hardware do
not support wireless charging and consumes power. For the frontend of the radio nodes, we use
RTL-SDR (composed of RTL2832U chipset and R820T tuner). RTL-SDR is a cheap, off-the-shelf
software-defined radio (SDR) and takes the raw quadrature samples from a DVB-T TV tuner for
passive operations. As the RTL-SDR can only access the frequency band of 25MHz-1750MHz, we
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Misalignment Angle

Fig. 10. The illustration of the relative node position, determined by the distance and the misalignment angle
(the radio antennas are drawn at the misalignment angle of 0, 45, and 90 degrees)

(a) Bit error rate vs distance. We zoom in for our measurements between distance 40-50cm as is indicated with the
markers.

(b) Bit error rate vs the misalignment angle.

Fig. 11. Radio receiver’s performance for receiving the PPN communication

add a 125MHz upconverter that oversamples the upcoming stream before the RTL-SDR. We also use
a loop antenna (similar to the inductive-coupling coils for wireless charging in shape) to introduce
directionality for the radio nodes. We call these nodes receiving data from the requester using
the PPN channel radios or radio receivers to distinguish them from the receivers built on wireless
charging hardware we defined previously.
In Figure 11(a), we study the communication reliability performance in BER with respect to
the distance between the radio receiver and the requester while the radio’s loop antenna and the
requester’s inductive coil are aligned and facing each other. The communication begins to suffer as
the distance exceeds 40cm.
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To allow greater flexibility and mobility for the radios, we study the impact of misalignment
between the requester’s inductive coil and the radio’s loop antenna and introduce misalignment
angle (similarly to the angle in the polar coordinates), as described in Figure 10. For example, the
misalignment angle of 0 degrees corresponds to when they are perfectly aligned and the radio
receiver is located at the main direction of the requester’s inductive coupling field propagation,
and the misalignment angle of 90 degrees correspond to when the radio receiver is directly above
or below the requester. In all cases (of the radio receiver’s relative location), the radio antenna is
facing the transmitter. Fixing the distance to be 35cm, Figure 11(b) shows the effect of misalignment
on the communication reliability. The communication is robust to the radio receiver’s (angle)
location relative to the transmitter’s mainbeam direction and that the side-lobes of the transmitter’s
beamforming offers relatively good signal. For example, BER stays below 5% up to misalignment
angle of 60 degrees and, even when the radio is completely misaligned with an angle of 90 degrees,
the error performance is still 35.0%. Thus, radio receivers can retrieve communication and their
locations/orientations relative to the transmission source affect the level of signal processing effort
required, e.g., for filtering out the noise and processing erroneous bits.
6.4

Reliable Communication Range

As the distance between the requester and the receiver increases, PPN’s performance in both
power transfer and data transfer decrease. More specifically, for power transfer, the power transfer
efficiency (the ratio between the received power and the transmitted power) and the received
power itself monotonically decrease in distance. For data transfer, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
decreases in distance while the bit error rate (BER) increase in distance (the higher the signal quality
the lower the error probability, i.e., higher communication reliability); these hold for both FSKmodulated requester-to-receiver communication and backscattering-based receiver-to-requester
communication.
We define the reliable communication range to be when the reliability performance limits the
BER to 2% (such communication range can be controlled by adding redundancy in error control,
e.g., error correction code, to allow more bit errors while still decoding the message). Based on
our measurements in Section 6.3, our prototype’s reliable communication range is 15cm for the
requester-to-receiver communication and 2.5cm for the receiver-to-requester communication. The
receiver-to-requester communication range is much shorter than the requester-to-receiver communication range because the reverse-direction communication for feedback uses backscattering,
which relies on the reflection of the forward-direction signal generated by and transmitted from the
requester. Therefore, the bottleneck communication is the reverse-direction receiver-to-requester
communication, and it limits the reliable communication range to be within 2.5cm. At the end of
our reliable communication range, i.e., when the receiver is 2.5cm away from the requester, the
power efficiency (the ratio of the received power measured at the receiver and the transmitted
power measured at the requester) is 10%.
In the more typical case when the receiver is 0.5cm away from the requester (which is the target
distance for many wireless charging prototype and product design), the power efficiency is 67%
and there is no bit error observed for communications. Section 6.5 measures the potential PPN cost
when the requester-receiver distance is 0.5cm.
6.5

PPN Delay Cost

PPN is effective in preventing energy DoS, as it forces the attacker to provide the very resource
(energy) that it is targeting for DoS. However, PPN can potentially cause time delay for the receiver
in accepting legitimate networking requests, because the receiver does not process the requests
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Fig. 12. Security cost (time delay) of PPN for Raspberry Pi. The delay is in percentage (%) and with respect to
real-time processing. For example, if the delay is 50%, then for every task that takes 1 second, PPN takes 1.5
seconds.

until it receives sufficient power from the requester, as described in Section 4.1. Such security
cost in time delay depends on the receiver’s system platform (and its power requirement) and the
networking operations requested by the requester.
We investigate the case when the requester sends requests triggering RF networking tasks using
the PPN channel to show the effectiveness of PPN against RF-networking-based energy drainage
attacks, as described in Figure 2(c). We conduct experiments when PPN is enabled and the receiver
simultaneously performs various RF-based networking tasks, including Baseline (disabling RF),
Awake (enabling RF but being idle), Paired (after identifying and resolving the requester), Receiving,
Transmitting, and Authentication. These networking tasks are mirrored from Section 3.2 but, in
that section, we measured the power consumption without PPN.
Hosting a Raspberry Pi for the processing, we compute the delay of PPN using the power
consumption and the power delivery measurements when the receiver is 0.5cm away from the
requester. The PPN receiver, described in Section 4.1, only asks for the incremental cost incurred
by the requester’s networking/authentication requests beyond that of the Baseline, e.g., its main
purpose is not to replenish its battery, and the requester is only responsible for the additional power
cost it will cause for the request and not for that of the Baseline. Our PPN prototype is insufficient to
support the Raspberry Pi Baseline itself, as Raspberry Pi typically relies on wired charging and does
not support wireless charging. Figure 12 presents the delay of using our prototype for PPN, and
the authentication cost is additive to the other RF networking tasks if it is triggered simultaneously
(e.g., receiving and authenticating a packet simultaneously).
On the other hand, when our prototype interfaces with ESP 8266 for processing and RF networking, it can support real-time processing of all the RF-networking requests and there is no
delay cost. In fact, unlike Raspberry Pi (whose Baseline was not supported by our PPN prototype
charging), ESP 8266 can be charged in its entirety by our prototype. Figure 13 shows the power
performance when both PPN and the respective RF networking tasks occur simultaneously; the
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Fig. 13. The charging of the battery when PPN is enabled simultaneously with RF networking/authentication
of ESP 8266. The vertical axis measures the aggregate power consumption (as is the case in Section 3.2), and
negative power corresponds to the net-power increase.

power is negative because PPN provides excessive power (beyond that used for Baseline and the
respective networking tasks) and charges the battery.
7

DISCUSSIONS & FUTURE WORK

We incorporate data communication to wireless charging and study the proposed design with
system implementations and channel analyses. Because we build a communication link using
inductive-coupling charging signal, designed for near-distance charging (e.g., the distance of 0.5cm
is typical between the charging pad coil and the charging client coil), the communication is also
appropriate for shorter distances; our prototype’s communication range performance is in the order
of tens of centimeters for the forward-direction communication and in the order of centimeters for
the reverse-direction communication, as described in Section 6.3. Therefore, we do not envision
nor advocate that our scheme replaces the traditional RF communications. We rather see it as an
out-of-band and out-of-technique communication link, which provide unique features and can
complement RF networking.
Adding communication channel links, practically free in power and hardware, to wireless
charging opens up possibilities. In this section, we discuss about potential future directions from
design improvement (beyond our current prototype) to other applications that can benefit from
our work.
7.1

Design Improvement & Directions

7.1.1 Power Transfer Optimization. Although we studied the state-of-the-art literature in wireless charging (which influenced the design of our power transfer system), the power transfer
improvement and optimization is not the main focus of this work. A more thorough optimization of
power transfer will bridge our work closer to the power transfer community, as increasing power
efficiency and transfer performance is one of the main focuses in the field. For example, recent
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work in wireless charging uses dynamic control [38–40, 42] to make the charging signal stronger
(which will therefore improve both the data and power transfer of our approach).
7.1.2 Joint Processing Development. Even though the modular design is generally a strength
and offers easier deployment (and is thus the approach that we take in this work), a joint design
between the backend and the frontend can offer greater performance gains in power transfer and
information transfer. Such approach will especially be useful in the deployment phase when the
application context is given and the node’s functionality scope is defined, e.g., embedded systems
(in contrast to a general-purpose system).
7.1.3 Networking Protocol Design. This paper focuses on providing the necessary networking/power channels for PPN. While PPN can be applied to any networking protocols in principle
(because PPN is built on the power-transfer subsystem and uses the battery for energy storage), our
current design prototype assumes a networking protocol based on one back-and-forth exchange
(e.g., request and reply) and focuses on the instantaneous power load and that of the immediate
response’s. Designing networking protocols involving longer exchanges for PPN will provide a
more complete solution which extends the scope of PPN. For example, for multiple-way protocols
or longer responses, the PPN protocol would require the power-cost estimation of the following
operations of the protocol and, for stateful protocol, PPN protocol could have the requester hold
the state for power efficiency. Such protocols can use our PPN channel for power-positive property
in principle (the requester only needs to provide enough power to store the energy on the battery
for the impending operations) but may need adaptations on the networking protocols.
7.2

Interesting Use & Applications

7.2.1 More Connectivity. Our scheme builds networking from charging and not from the more
traditional RF system. Thus, our scheme can not only provide an independent or redundant
communication channel but can also enable connectivity for devices that cannot afford RF processing
and hardware.
7.2.2 Multi-User Power Management. The current power transfer landscape largely operates
under the model of one power source and one receiver. In the future power transfer landscape where
the charging pads are implemented in the public sector (such as the airports, restaurants/cafes, and
vehicular roads), multi-receiver cases can emerge. Our proposed communication link with minimal
power and hardware overheads can facilitate better power transfer/management in such cases.
7.2.3 Security Services. Enabling communications for wireless charging devices can have security
applications. For example, in addition to our focus of thwarting energy DoS (exhausting battery
on resource-constrained devices), the geographical proximity (especially compared to the RF) and
the inherent asymmetries between the transmitter and the receiver in the size, capability, and the
infrastructure connection can be used for additional sources of security assurance.
8

CONCLUSION

We build power-positive networking (PPN) and use it to dispatch energy DoS threat. By building
communications on wireless charging signals, our scheme is not only lightweight in hardware
but also replenishes the receiving node’s energy, thwarting energy DoS from its vulnerability
surface. PPN provides a preventive measure against energy DoS but, instead of merely disabling
networking altogether, provides a RF-separate data communication channel with power-positive
property which can be enabled/used even when under energy DoS attacks. Our PPN prototype
offers 7kbps communication in the requester-to-receiver direction (which communication can also
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be received using radio hardware) and 2kbps communication in the reverse direction while using
near-field Qi-standard-compatible wireless charging. Using the prototype, we analyze the PPN
channel performances (both in power transfer and data transfer) and validate its effectiveness
against networking-based energy DoS.
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